
Janine Allen-Spies is a painter, multimedia, and performance artist. In her comprehensive artistic             
practice, she utilises imaginative play, engaging in various games with her paintbrush, the found              
objects she collects, her audiences and the spectators of her work.  

Allen-Spies embodies the persona or alter-ego of The Brusher – when she takes her broom in hand                 
and adorns her cloak (when on display titled, Telam texere et retexere), Allen-Spies is transformed               
into The Brusher and her myriad games with artistic media and audience is afoot. In particular                
instances, when the games she plays necessitate, The Brusher is sometimes transformed once more              
into the figure of The Riding Hood.  

Allen-Spies describes her own artistic practice as deriving from a socio-alchemistic perspective: she             
interrogates the societies in which she finds herself, whether the inner workings of the library of the                 
University of the Free State (UFS), where she lectures in the visual arts, for example, or in the small                   
town of Richmond, in the Northern Cape where the Modern Arts Project (MAP) is situated and                
where fine arts students from the UFS annually complete a weeklong residency program. Through              
her varied interrogations, showcased and presented as artworks (whether drawings, paintings,           
pinhole photographs, mixed media installations, or performances), she intends to affect societal            
changes.  

Allen-Spies situates herself within the mystical tradition, following in the footsteps of such artists as               
Matthias Grünewald, William Blake, Wassily Kandinsky, Paul Klee, and Mark Rothko. This worldview             
frame favours a spiritualist attitude and a desire for initiation into occult knowledge and revelation,               
where supra-sensory mysteries, hidden sacred meanings, and a transcendent presence are revealed            
directly to initiates. In this view, the supernatural, spiritual world dominates the fallen, natural and               
material world.  

A visit to Janine Allen-Spies’s website, where she also refers to herself as “the maiden brusher of                 
optics”, reveals a glimpse into her imaginative world. The title “the maiden brusher of optics” was                
bestowed upon Allen-Spies by another Bloemfontein artist, Dot Vermeulen, who tragically passed            
away in 2015. In homage, Allen-Spies still makes use of the title.  

An installation work, which Allen-Spies originated during her doctoral research and which is aptly              
titled Imaginarium (2016), is a work which consist of all manner of found objects displayed on three                 
(or more) old-fashioned steel bookcases. The strange and curious found objects collected in the              
Imaginarium comes to Allen-Spies through processes of serendipitous discovery, she does not intend             
to find these objects, rather she encounters them through chance and fate. Moreover, these objects               
are meant to spark voyages of the imagination.  

On her website, Allen-Spies represents the Imaginarium through photographs of significant collected            
items. A particular photograph from this collection is called Power. This striking photograph             
deliberately contrasts a Play energy drink cannister alongside H.R Kedward’s 1973 volume Fascism in              
Western Europe: 1900-45. Allen-Spies, as the playful and sometimes mischievous Brusher, alludes to             
the powerplays at work in Western politics. She places the somewhat crushed cannister and worn               
manuscript upon an old and used digital, electronic scale, perhaps suggestive of the weight of these                
powerplays on ordinary citizens, Jewish people during the Nazi regime, the bantu peoples during the               
apartheid regime, and today perhaps also referring to the plight of Muslim immigrants in the West.  

Another work which interrogates the relationship between insider and outsider is Crossing: the             
scribe and the warden (2020), which consists of two pinhole photographs. The second photograph              
displays a shard of ceramic kitchenware elaborated with the Blue Willow chinoiserie pattern. Two of               
the three characters from the Blue willow fable can be seen on this piece of broken ceramic. 
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In contrast, the first photograph captures the performance of three ‘actors’, the artists Jaco Spies,               
Abrie Fourie, and Tieno Williams, performing the fable recounted in the Blue willow pattern. They               
portray, or perhaps more accurately in this instance, perform the three central figures from the               
fable, namely the scribe and the warden, as well as the princess.  

Allen-Spies purposefully exploits pinhole photography when she captures the three figures. In her             
continued play with her audience, she utilises the grainy blurriness of the pinhole photograph, thus               
forcing her viewers to see those things often overlooked in traditional photography. With traditional              
photographs we see what we have been trained to see. Therefore, to evoke flights of the                
imagination in her viewer, to spark new meanings, Allen-Spies expertly takes advantage of the              
pinhole camera.  

The photographs comprising Crossing were taken during a visit to the town of Richmond, where the                
remnants of the previous regime can still be clearly seen. This is unmistakably a main concern in                 
Allen-Spies’s oeuvre, namely the disparity between rich and poor. In the small town of Richmond,               
the boundaries between rich and poor are complex and nuanced, and although often marked along               
lines of skin colour, there is a continuum that exist even within communities of the same skin colour.  

Another work which references this state of affairs, and also taken in Richmond, is Athanor & Portal                 
(2016), an artwork once again consisting of two photographs. The first photograph, which features              
The Brusher wearing her cloak, portrays the titular athanor – a type of furnace used by alchemists,                 
which is able to maintain a steady heat for long periods. The reference to alchemy is, of course, of                   
central importance to Allen-Spies and her mystical worldview.  

The second photograph shows the portal, not as a doorway which can be crossed, but as a threshold                  
which has been filled with bricks and plastered shut. This previous opening is situated in a wall found                  
behind the famous Richmond Books and Prints bookshop. On the opposite side of this wall, one finds                 
the underprivileged and impoverished Richmond communities. These two worlds, the one inside the             
bookshop and the other on the opposite side of a mere brick wall, literate versus illiterate, rich                 
versus poor, welcomed versus unwelcome, insider versus outsider, are never able to interact,             
especially since the threshold between them have been bricked shut.  

The series comprises one black-and-white photograph, Athanor, and the other, Portal, in colour.             
Allen-Spies skilfully contrasts the black-and-whiteness of Athanor with the colourful green spinach            
and foliage in the lower foreground in Portal. Particularly interesting is that the spinach, so vibrant                
and vividly green, grows from sewage water. Even in the direst of circumstances, beauty can be                
found if one is willing to look for it.  

A last key work in Allen-Spies’s most recent body of work, is called Ex Libris & Turbulence (2017 -                   
2020). In this series of four photographs, she questions the operations of the UFS library and its                 
policy to ‘weed’, in other words to discard, so-called old books and journals which the library                
personnel deem to be useless in today’s digital age.  

Ex libris refers to books, firstly, as well as to the inscription on a bookplate which shows the name of                    
the book's owner, in this case the university’s stamp as seen in the second photograph. The term                 
also suggests liberty or freedom.  

The massive piles upon piles of books depicted in Ex Libris are, in particular, collections of journals                 
weeded from the university library. These collections of journals were ‘saved’ by the owner of a                
Bloemfontein scrapyard before they could be taken to be pulped. Having been saved, however,              
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these books were left outside, in the sun and rain, discarded and unwanted, as can be seen in the                   
third photograph.  

Perhaps the most striking photograph in the series is titled Turbulence, and shows the fate of the                 
books. In a macabre twist, having been saved from being pulped, and therefore, temporarily at least,                
stored at the scrapyard, a random spark from somewhere nearby made the books catch fire and                
eventually all was burned to a cinder and lost. Turbulence depicts the scorched and charred remains                
of hundreds of collections of academic journals, with the photograph itself, in the lower left corner,                
appearing as though the film had been exposed to unwanted chemicals and hence gives the               
impression of being burned.  

A central work in Allen-Spies’s oeuvre, Ex Libris & Turbulence pertinently addresses the transitory              
and fleeting nature of knowledge. Recalling the mystical worldview frame, it is often only the               
initiated who can comprehend the importance of certain knowledge and who would want to see it                
protected, whereas those uninitiated, and in a sense sheltered from said knowledge, can never know               
its worth.  

In comparison to the tongue-in-cheek game Allen-Spies plays, in Power for example, the game she               
sets in motion in Ex Libris & Turbulence is rather more serious-minded and earnest. Yet, both intend                 
to affect the spectator to such a degree that it would enable some change in his or her behaviour.                   
That is The Brusher’s ultimate pursuit.  

© Corneli van den Berg (March 2020) 
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